RBR.LV “WINTER CUP” 2021
Supplementary regulations
1.
Overall info
1.1 All competitors from Baltic States are allowed to take participation in “RBR.LV Winter CUP”
(hereinafter – Winter Cup)
1.2 Summer Cup will be held on Richard Burns Rally game, using Czech plugin, made by Wally and using
Next Generation Physics 6 (NGP6) physics mod.
1.3 For beginners or first time drivers, FAQ and info on competing can be found here https://www.rbr.lv/faq (only in Latvian for now).
1.4 All the official info about the Summer Cup (and other tournaments) will be published on the official
WEB PAGE, FACEBOOK PAGE and OFFICIAL FORUM
1.4.1 To get in touch with the organizers, please write a Private Message to our Facebook page or
email: info@rbr.lv
1.5 To take part in the Summer Cup and all other competitions made by RBR.LV a competitor has to
acquire RBR.LV License by applying for it here – https://www.rbr.lv/rbrlv-lice/
1.6 To start the Winter Cup and acquire the RBR.LV license all competitors must have their Czech
account name set as Name SURNAME or SURNAME Name manner.
2.
Summer Cup rules
2.1 Each tournament will consist of no more than 7 (seven) stages and a total distance of no more than
50km. Stages, surface conditions, weather and service configurations will be chosen by each rally
organizer.
2.2 Winter Cup 2021 will consist of 4 (four) tournaments.
2.3 Each tournament of the Summer Cup will be held from 8:00 (CET) on Tuesday and will end at 23:59
(CET) on Sunday.
2.4 A Shakedown will be held prior to each tournament, starting at 8:00 (CET) on Sunday and ending at
23:59 (CET) on Tuesday.
2.5 Winter Cup 2020 tournament calendar:
1.
Event – 09.02 – 14.02.2021
2.
Event - 23.02 – 28.02.2021
3.
Event - 09.03 – 14.03.2021
4.
Event - 23.03 - 28.03.2021
2.6 If a competitor crashes and cannot continue the stage, it’s possible to continue the rally. “Superally”
system will be used in the Winter Cup, allowing competitors to continue the tournament from the
following service. Penalty for each stage missed (and not finished) will be +300 seconds added to the
best stage time.
2.7 Organizers can change the date of Summer Cup tournaments for any reason informing the
competitors at least 3 days prior to the start of the following tournament.

3.
Tournament reset requests
3.1 If for any technical of software reason the game quits or crashes, there is a chance to request a
tournament reset via the Czech plugin. If the game crashes while on stage, the status will be “DNF”. If the
game crashes while between the stages (while seeing the results or writing a comment) the status will be
“Did not start to SS..”.
3.2 If the status is “DNF”, request of tournament reset will be denied and it will be considered as a
technical retirement.
3.3 If the status is “Did not start to SS..” the request of tournament reset will be approved.
4.
Cars
4.1 Winter Cup will be held in following car class with only following cars allowed:
R5
 Ford Fiesta R5
 Hyundai i20 R5
 Skoda Fabia R5 (b)
 Skoda Fabia R5 evo
 VW Polo GTI R5
 Citreon DS3 R5
 Citroen C3 R5
 Ford Fiesta Rally2

5.
Points
5.1 Overall result of the Winter Cup will be defined taking points from 3 most successful events. One
result of the worst event is not taken into account!
5.2 Points will awarded to each class in following manner: 45-42-40-39-38-37-36-35-34-33-32-3130-29-28-27-26-25-24-23-22-21-20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1.
5.3 “Power Stage” point awarding system will be used in each class separately. Additional overall points
will be awarded to competitors who come in on top of the “Power Stage”:
 1st place – 3 points
 2nd place – 2 points
 3rd place – 1 point
“Power Stage” will be a stage in the last part of rally (after the last service), decided by organizers and
shown accordingly in the rally itinerary.
5.4 If several competitors have an equal amount of points, highest place goes to the competitor who’s
had a higher number of top places. (One 1st place is better than any amount of 2nd places etc.) If these
are equal – a higher place in the Summer Cup tournament which held the highest amount of competitors
for the specific competitor class. If these are equal – higher place in the last Summer Cup tournament,
then the penultimate etc. until the correct overall standings are decided.

6.
Penalties
6.1 Organizers hold the rights to ask for a stage replay from any competitor 24hrs after the rally finish,
informing the competitor about it either on the Czech plugin page or sending a private message in
RBR.LV forum.
6.1.1 The competitor must upload the replay in Czech plugin page not later than 48hrs after the
request. Not complying will be penalized with +6 minutes added to the stage time for each stage not
uploaded.
6.2 At least one wheel must be on the road at all times. Penalty: +10 seconds added to the stage time
for each occasion.
6.3 Penalty for intentional shortcutting of the stage: +30 seconds added to the stage time for each
occasion.
6.4 Penalties for swearing, offensive language, insults etc. in the after stage comments or RBR.LV forum,
Facebook page etc.: First time – warning, second time – +30 seconds added to the overall tournament
time, third time – revoking of RBR.LV license and strict reconsideration of acquiring it again.
6.5 All protests and applications are received only by email: info@rbr.lv
6.6 Competing with more than one account – Disqualification from the Summer Cup

7.
Additional information
7.1 Every competitor is allowed and encouraged to share their photos and videos, highlight reels etc.
from the Summer Cup by posting them in the RBR.LV forum or sending it via email: info@rbr.lv
7.2 All of the photos and videos may be published in RBR.LV, Facebook and Instagram accounts. Press
releases, additional video reels, interviews may be published as well.
7.3 Organizers keep the right to change or add the supplementary regulations during the Summer Cup.
7.4 Competitor understands and agrees that his/hers name and surname can be published in official
press releases, interviews, social media sites etc.

